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plant breeding Inive

(•!'

improvement of medicinal

provement and tbe

a.s

yet luirdly been bi'DUght to

plants.

Tlie

necessity of im-

possibilities of the application of inodern

methods

of

breeding to this group of ])lants has led the writer to undertake a series
of investigations

upon

The bioadening

A

this su])ject.

ress of these investigations

influence

under control members fi-om

discussion of the results and prog-

the object of the present paper.

is

of
all

breeding

plant

is

gradually

bringing

groups of the plant kingdom, and

it

is

made to
That the group contains many

only fitting that this very important group of i)lants should be
yield the best of nature's possibilities.

forms which

plastic

will yield readily to

modern methods

of breeding is

evidenced by the fact that some of the most potent medicinal forms ap-

pear in families from which have been obtained
tural varieties.

The Solonacea'

many

valuable horticul-

for example, with the genera Atropa.

Hyo-

scyamus. Datura, Solauum and Capsicum, and the no less important ScrophulariaceiTe containing the

found

now widely known genus

to be equally as variable both in

istics as

the

common garden forms

Digitalis,

which

is

chemical and physical character-

derived from the same and related

genera, will serve to illustrate this point.

A

review of the literature on drug plant improvement reveals but

few attempts at systematic investigation by the employment of standard
methods of breeding. On the other hand much has been written and no
little

accomplished upon the introduction and cultivation of medicinal

plants.

Introduction and cultivation with no improvement has been the

order of procedure.

It is (juite true that

some improvement has resulted

from a changed environment and a reduced struggle for existence, but not
through the intensive application of particular methods. Improvement by

means

of seed

and plant

varieties, the study of soil

and climatic

and testing of favorable

conditions, trials in hybridization,

methods which might prove applicable, have not been
comparatively few instances. Had the government made

grafting, or other
tried except in

selection, the isolation
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(Hydrastis oaiiadeusis L. ) ten years ago npon a

selections of bydrastis

made

basis of alkaloidal percentage, their plantings

now

plant under cultivation.

in the

I'roblems relating to propagation, cultivation,

and curing have been

collecting

percentage of alkaloids

P'rom JanuaiT
of alkaloids

G,

illustration

same time serve

nt the

tion of a single

this
8,

from 2.79

to be

of cuitivatidu
to

drug remains an unknown factor.
1911, this range in the percentage
to 7AV).

without improvement which will

demonstrate the practical value of the applica-

standard method

is

the growing of the drug burdock.

drug consists of the root of Arctium Inppa
first

For the past

year's growth.

gi-own under cultivation

oii

years this plant has been

tifteeu

p'.'oduction of the first year's routs in the recent condition.

free

With

tion.

believi-d to

is

TIk^ superior

over that obtained from wild plants was

The drug was more uniform

from fibrous tissue and

This

collected from plants of

L.

conunercial scale near IndiMuapolis for the

a

(juality of the resulting jiroduct

early recognized.

wide range

solved, but the cause of the

in

1909 to November

was found

Another

Ihe

might

at that time

be yielding interesting and valnable data upon the behavior of this

this favoraltle beginning

it

is

every

in

resivect,

pnxhice a mure

almost

iictive prei)ara-

surprising, indeed, to learn that

the final results of fifteen or more years of continuous cultivation have
failed to
first

advance

year.

tliis

iilant

Upon seeking an

from one year
found growing

beyond the point readied
e.xiilanation of this fact

to the next the total seed snpjily
liy

This

the roadside.

being harvested at the end of the
at the

end of each season

viewed as to

why

see<l

jilant

first

new seed

supply.

Wh(>n

inter-

made

and

to

it

would not pay. That

pay can be demonstrated upon

A study

reliable data.

of the results

the Division of Botany of the T'nited States Department of

.\gricultnre upon
in

"the Superior Value of Large,

the weight of the plant which

the weight of the seed emjiloyed.

is

Heavy

Seed," indicates

in direct proportion to

To obtain data

such a basis, burdock seeds were taken from a

for calculations upon

lot collected

miscellaneously

from wild plants and separated into light and heavy portions.
aration

i)lants

plants were not selected u]n>u a basis of green

a basis of original investigation

an increase

came from wild

thi'

that

year's growth has left the farmer

to search for a

seed and plant selection could be

in

the end of

was found

being a biennial and the crop

weight of root produced, the answer has been that

obtained

at
it

was accomplished by the use

The

sep-

of an ajtparatus designed after one
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used for the separation of tobacco seeds, in
breeding pei'formed at

apparatus
for 190i.

described in

is

tlie

A number

grams and of the heavy

was from

The average

0.0077 to 0.0091

aration into light,

and lieavy

A

grams and

to this

was

in the light

from 0.0017

was found

to be

due

That a

sep-

medium and heavy can be made just as readily as
be shown in connection with another form.

into

in the separation.

planting of three acres of burdocli of the present year has been

upon which

calculate the increase in yield which

to

might have been obtained by means of seed

made upon a deep mellow loam and the
rather uiiusvial.

selection.

This planting was

total yield of 33,890

pounds

in the

determined proportion of

27,112 pounds, respectively produced by the light and heavy seed.
ihe light seed used been equal in weight to the

have produced twice as much as they theoretically
pounds.

Tliis

the

1 :2.0,

divided into two portions of 6,778 and

yield can be theoretically

ISj.loG

is

Assumijig that the seed supply used on this planting con-

and heavy seeds

sisted of light

been

0.0035

will

clioseu as a type

total

it

light portions

Tlie variation in the

in the light seeds

employed

to the force of the air current

light

and

the light seeds

of

0.0084, a ratio of 1 :2.40.

The greater variation

to 0.0046.

This

Yearboolv of the Department of Agriculture

of seeds fi'om both the heavy

wore accurately weighed.

lieavy seeds

experiments on tobacco

modifications were found necessary to adapt

Sliglit

t>pe of seed.

tlie

Connecticut State Experiment Station.

tlie

would make a

Had

heavy seed they would

would have

did, whicli

total yield of 40,668

pounds

in-

stead of 33,890, an increase of 20 per cent.

Even

of greater importance, however,

ceutical professions

is

the medical

to

and pharma-

the improvement of henbane and digitalis, repre-

senting as they do two valuable drugs of the United States Pharmacopfpia.
P-.\

their being

more amenable

chemical and physiological methods of

to

siandardization, the investigator

is

furnished with additional means of

following the progress of various methods of improvement.

bane

is

llyoscyamus niger

and

Official hen-

supposed to consist of the dried leaves and flowering tops of
L.

collected

from plants of the second year's growth

yielding not less than 0.08 per cent, of mydriatic alkaloids.

That the

above chemical and botanical conditions of this drug rarely obtain has
been clearly demonstrated.

examined from August

An

average of a large number of samples

25, 1908, to

September

23, 1911, indicates that only

13 per cent, conformed to the requirements of the United States Pharma-
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DIGITALIS PURPUHF:A

L.

Result of equal volumes of selected and non-S3lceted seed.
heavy seed. Lower seed pan sown with non-selected seed.

Upper seed pan sown with

s-^lccted
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f'opoeia
all

from a chemical

The average alkaloidal percentage of

stan(l])i)iiit.

samples for the same period was 0.0G40 and the range of variation in

was from

individual samples

The

0.018 to- 0.125 per cent.

hotanical charactei'istics

no greater degree of certainty.

approach the

The

re(iuiremenls with

official

crude drug varies from fragmentary

sjteeimens of unevenly cured leaves and stems containing an admixture

and other plant

of grass, straw

and barn

lots,

parts, as well

to pure, bright, clean, evenly cured leaves,

such a manner that the entire leaf
source of the drug

ical

as the refuse of chicken

is

compressed

The botan-

available for inspection.

is

in

numerous

also (inestinnable, as evidenced by

seed tests from samiiles and lots from which viable seeds could be obtained.
I'hese tests have

The

forms.

shown

this di-ug to consist of a

so-called annual variety,

which

is

mixture of two distinct

not included in the pharma-

Specimens of this

copceial description, appeared regularly in these tests.

form have been grown

to

maturity

garden and close obser-

in the writer's

vation has failed to substantiate the statements that

Hyoscyamus niger

Sei^lling plants

L.

it

is

identical with

from both forms are now under

observation and will be studied both botanically and chemically through

succeeding generations.

To determine the

iiosssibility

of obtaining a uni-

form henbane, seeds were purchased from August and George Fischer of
London, which were found- to possess a high percentage

germiinitioii.

Plants from these seeds differed greatly in size and vigor in the early
seedling stages, and a selection from ajipioximately two thousand
lings

was necessary

uniform character.

in order to oI)tain one

The

gre:it

hundred and

f(

form being quite small, several

were taken from

light,

ol"

\ariation noted in the seedling stages of

The

these plants led to a second application of the seed separator.
of this

see:l-

rty plants

p/irtions of

medium and heavy

seeds

two hundred seeds each,

separations.

weights of these were O.OrtM, 0.045 and 0.125 grams.

The

respective

IMantin',^s

fvoin

tliese different weight seeds have not progressed sufficiently at the present

time to jusify a discussion of the merits of the method.

Open

field

iments with this drug have demonstrated that seed germination
tain, that

the plants are subject to the attacks of

is

experuncer-

many insects
No conclusions can

and that

the seedlings transplant with considerable difficulty.
be

drawn from these

facts,

however, since the seeds employed

door tests were imported and but very few
satisfactory results.

The two forms

lots of

in all out-

such seeds, have given

of henbane me::tioned,

i.

e.,

annua!
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aud biennal do not represent

limit of possibilities in

tlie

Ac-

geuus.

tliis

cording to Engler and Prautl the genus consists of eight species widely
distributed throughout temperate

and subtropical

tropical is found the very promising form,

In the sub-

regions.

Hyoscyamus mutieus

L., yield-

ing over one per cent, of alkaloids, while the remainder are found in the

Of

temperate regions.

some have passed through periods

these,

Hyoscyamus albus

inence in different countries, as

Germany and the

forni in jiarts of

of prom-

in France, the

biennial form in England,

all

annual

of

which

suggest the possibilities within the entire genus.
In this group of plants the necessity of systematic efforts leading to
the development of pure-bred strains of jiromising

crease in the percentage of alkaloids

famous corn-breeding experiment
the records of wliich

now

and

oil

at the Illinois State

That the

('fforts to

have met with great response

two strains of corn have

si)ecies,

and

to

an

lieen

Experiment Station,

upon the

oil

content

is

may

increase and decrease the
is

shown by the

fact thai

produced out of a singU' variety, one of

which contains more than half again as much protein as the other.
effect

in-

The

indicated by the above data.

cover thirteen generations, indicates what

be done through selection.

protein

is

The

even more striking, since from this same

variety two other strains have been ]iroduce<l. one of wiiich contains practically three

tins

times as

much

and other countries

breeding, essential

to

is

oil

as the other.

The sugar

beet industry of

illustrative of the necessity of the intensive

The

the production of high yielding iilants.

of 22.2 per cent, in the total sugar beet output of

Germany

gain

for 1010-11

with an increased acreage of only 3.0 per cent, was due to three factors,

one of which was the higher sugar content of the beets.

Exr)eriments

have shown a variation
same parentage grown

is

of seven per cent, in sugar content in beets of the
in different localities,

a fact which

suggestive

of the necessity of a careful choice of localities for drug plant investiga-

The intro(Uiction of various species of Cinchona into India by the
British Govermnent over fifty years ago has long passed the experimental
tion.

stage,

bTit

the records of the difRculties overcome stand as convincing

evidence of what

may

be accomplished in the introduction and improve-

ment of arborescent forms.

Many

of these forms were long

grown and

in'opagated under glass until individuals could be isolated which would

endure the new environment and be made to serve as starting
future generations.

The work

of the

iK)ints for

Department of Agriculture on

capsi-
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DIGITALIS MONSTROSA.
of

Upper seed pan sown with heavy seed.
seeds were used.

Lower seed pan sown with Ught

seed.

Equal volumes
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cum. camphor,

tobacco anrl a host of other forms bears out the evi-

tea.

dence of the foregoing, and furnishes the worker with a wealtli of data
applicable in

many wajs

The drug
r..

drug plant improvement.

equally in need of improvement.

is

geogiaphical sources.

relative medicinal

value of

have shown

I'hysiological tests

made

a variation in the toxicity of preparatic.ns
difl'erent

purpurea

from the second year's growtii at the commencement of flower-

collected

ing,

to

digitalis, consisting of the dried leaves of Digitalis

frc^m drugs represent! ig

Differences of opinion also exist as tj

first

and second year

leaves,

of those

wild and cultivated [ilants and of those from iilants of different
varieties, as well

.•nid

and methods

of curing, packing

and storing of the crude drug and

made from

part at

in

Tlie genus

is

lea.st,

will

a large one, consisting of

leaves from several species or from the

varieties originated by florists

is

sj)ecies

largel.v in

distinct

disti ilnile

1

ll^e

differ-

numerous

and gardeners who have not been slow

in

Their catalogues now con-

vaiMeties whicli are noted for their attractive nature

ciilturi'.

tiiis

ac-

admixture o'

growing undi'r

also increased by

recognizing the aesthetic value of the genus.

many stnndard

iiroliably

twenty-one widely

same

This possibility

ent climatic conditions.

and ease of

t'\

hot in

for the above differences of dpinion.

species, a fact whitli alone increases tlie possibilities of a:i

t!;in

A

fresh and diy leaves.

examination of the genus reveals conditions wiiich

ical

speclp-;

as to the effects of different periods of collecting;

relative value of preparations

(•(iuiit.

t'-i.>

i'roii'

The

pi-(;du< ti.in.

oliicial

species Digitalis purpurea

ha\irg given

forms which are nnw

riso

t

i

I>.

has ligured

no less thiui half

listed as liaidy perennials.

dozen

.-i

sjiecies

()(liei'

liave been active in this resiieet but liavi' not i>roduced such a diversity

of forms.

This jiroperty of a genus to

nuiltiple

yii'ld

forms

is

strongly

suggestive of a wide range' of variations in the corresponding percentage
of active i»rin.cipl(s.

The

botanical inspection of the crude drug
iirinciple, but

degree indicative of this ir.-icentage of active
indication
I'.pon
ii

is

possible

is

suggested by

recent

investigations

is

such ai

of

(Jregory

the association of transmissible characters in rrinnila sinensis,

has been shown that some characters

(rthers

with recurring regularity.

lint until

found to exist between active principle
acters,

and not

art'

and

always found

in n:i

that

whe

e

to acconi])auy

such a convenient relation
specific mori)hological

is

char

the botanical examination can only i)oint to the possible source
to the

comparative medicinal value of the drug.
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DIGITALIS
of

Upper seed pan sown
seeds were used

witli

heavy seed.

PURPUREA

L.

Lower seed pan sown with Ught

seed.

Equal volumes
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now

Observations

being

made upon

commercial value

A

and

varieties of

wonld prove of considerable

with a correspondingly high per-

fi^und associated

if

centage of active principle.

several species

which

have revealed variations

digitalis

dissimilarity of leaf forms has been ob-

tained in plants grown from seed which offer valuable material for selec-

and arrangement, relative number per plant,

tion as to form, size, color,

length of petiole, texture and curing properties.

Differences have also

been noted as to rate and percentage of seed germination, flowering period,
1

roduction of suckers, hardiness, and ease of propagation and cultivation.
In the course of an investigation upon a form of digitalis found grow-

ing adveutively in iiarts of Oregon, an excellent example has been obtained

and the

of the uncei'tainty of the botanical origin of commercial digitalis

difficulty of the separation ot distinct forms upon a basis of leaf char-

One hundred and

acters.

forty plants said to represent the first year's

growth were obtained from

These plants were collected

this source.

in

Ihe open and represented a locality from which connnercial digitalis leaves

had been marketed.

These plants arrived

llowered,

l!lants

made

plants

of the.se, however,

all

Digitalis purpurea

I.,

and were

To

l!oses.

in

(juite

coming true

uniform as

to the description of

The

to leaf characters.

excellent growth during the sunnner and went into the winter

as large, strong lu-altliful
test this

iilants

in

fit

form for hardiness

an exposed locality

in

ex])eriniental

pur-

in this latitude tlies(> plants

were

rondition

for

an unprotected condition throughout the

Forty-three per cent, withstooil the seven- winter of litiu-ll and

year.

llowered, but very irregulaiiy, during the ensuing sunnner.

much lower production

the exposure were niai'ifested by a
that

They were

observed throughout the season and during this time but few

closely

left

and were

in excellent condition

transi)lanted in the open near Indianapolis in early spring.

attained during

v^iiich

tin'

lirst

year's growth.

Among

The

effects of

of leaves than

plants

the sixty

survived the winter there was one which produced racemes of pure

white floweis instead of the characteristic purple Howers of Digitalis purlaii-ea

L.

The

pivsenc e of this form

of plants indicates the
erties of

Wire
flower

which are not known.

fairly

uniform

in

among

a comiiaratively small

number

admixture of a varietal form, the medicinal prop-

all

The other

individuals

which flowered

visible characters except as to variations in

arrangement, some bearing upright instead of dronjdng flowers,

an arrangement which gave the plants a striking appearance.

Seed

selec-
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tions

were made from these forms

and as

tliem both for hardiness

made

arid a further study will be

of

to, fitness for medicinal use.

Prelimiuavy work has been done on seed selection with several forms
of Digitalis.

Seed tests of light and heavy seeds obtained by means of

the apparatus preAiously mentioned have given striking results in the
early

shown by the accompanying photo-

stages of seedling growth as

graphs.

The following data

will

indicate the accuracy of this

seed selection and the uniformity in the seeds separated.
strates the practical

value of the method

The extreme smallness

were separated

of these seeds

into light,

made

it

Lam. obtained from Henry A. Dreer

arated, weighed

one hundred

and

lots

tested.

medium and heavy.

necessary to use

dred seeds from each separation for weighings.
flora

demon-

applied to the commercial

Seeds collected from the foregoing plants

production of digitalis leaves.
of Digitalis purpurea L.

if

method of

It also

five

hun-

Seeds of Digitalis grandi-

of Philadelphia

These were heavy enough

were also

to be

sep-

weighed

and were of such unitormity that they were only

in

sep-

arated into light and heavy portions.

The following
weighings

table

includes

the

results

of

these

separations

and

:

Dlffitalis

purpurea.

Light.

Medium.

Heavy.

500 seeds

500 seeds

500 seeds

0.0217 gm.

0.0253 gm.

Dii/itdlis

0.0341 gm.

(innuliponi.

Heavy.

Light.

100 seeds

O.OKIS gm.

100 seeds

0.0215 gm.

100 seeds

0.01(17

gm.

100 seeds

0.0223 gm.

100 seeds

O.OKil gm.

100 seeds

0.0223 gm.

100 seeds

O.OKil

gm

100 seeds

0.0215 gm.

100 seeds

0.0104 gm.

100 seeds

0.0217 gm.

Total

0.0S21 gm.

Total

In conclusion

it

is

0.

1093 gm.

only necessary to say that the application of these

methods of breeding and the

possibilities in

drug plant improvement herein

suggested should be extended until they include such valuable forms

j^s
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csnniabis

iiuli.-a.

eties of these

belladonna, Imehu, and others.

Hardy productive

vari-

forms nnist be discovered or produced, and these brought

under the influence of modern agriculture where they may be utilized to
meet the conditions of growing scarcity, advancing prices and the demand
for better products.
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